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August 19, 2021 
Meeting Minutes 

   

MEMBERS PRESENT: MEMBERS ABSENT: 

*Suzanna Juarez-Williamson, RUHS - BH  

*Amy Hyong, RUHS - PH  

*Joseline Franco, RUHS - PH  

Christy Mota, RUHS - BH Evaluations  

Melinda (Mindy) McFarland, RUHS - BH PEI 

Sona Ardeshna, RUHS - BH Evaluations 

Krystal Silguero, RUHS – BH Evaluations 

Meghan Kané, Desert Healthcare District 

*Lily Gallegos, RUHS - BH  

Cynthia Prewitt, Carolyn E. Wylie Center 

Gladys Lee, AATF 

Greg Rodriguez, Supervisor V. Manuel Perez 

Larry Bellanich, Deserts Sands Unified 

Michael Ropchack, Hemet Unified School District 

Shannon Vargas, Hemet Unified School District 

Tanya Humphrey, Black Women’s Leadership Forum 

Alisa Lemke, Inland SoCal United Way  

B Hernandez, Inland SoCal United Way 

 

*Sub-committee co-chair 

   

I. Sub-Committee Goals and Objectives (From Strategic Plan); Sub-committee will review goal(s) and 
objectives from strategic plan 

Goal 12: Advance data monitoring and evaluation  

 Partner with coroners and medical examiners to develop a method for accessing data for 
improved suicide prevention strategies 

 
II. Progress towards goals: 

 The sub-committee’s work on developing data briefs has been a primary focus; have not looking 
into trying to gather data from other sources (e.g., coroner, medical examiner, etc.) 

 Mindy shared about some contacts that have been made through the Inland Empire Opioid Crisis 
Coalition as well as the RODA Fatality Review Team. Suicide Prevention Coalition Leadership 
(Behavioral Health and Public Health) have had discussion about possibility of forming a Fatality 
Review team that is specific to suicide. This is still in early talks and development, but would be a 
great way to bring in partnership and data sources from the Coroner or medical examiner.  
 

III. Board of Supervisor – Suicide Prevention Month Infographic for Presentation 

 Team reviewed the Infographic for Board of Supervisors’ meeting. This is the activity of focus for 
the sub-committee’s contribution for suicide prevention month.  

 Discussed wanting to highlight the work of the coalition and first year accomplishments for the 
sub-committees. 



 

 
 

 Sub-committee worked on their one sentence statement for year 1 progress/accomplishments. 

 Still some questions around the Trainings Sub-committee – are they working on identifying the 
high risk populations to provide trainings to? Or offering support on reaching out? 

o There has been a focus on trying to identifying high risk populations to provide trainings as 

well as trying to reach those who would encounter/contact high risk populations so they could 

be gatekeepers. The sub-committee had discussed bringing in stakeholders that work with 

higher risk populations, but without success. This sub-committee has recently had a change in 

leadership as well (both co-chairs had to step down due to conflicting work schedule and they 

could not dedicate the needed time).  

 Not sure if the Intervention Sub-committee should have more detail included in their blurb/bubble 

 Diana will review the statements for the sub-committee’s progress/accomplishments and add more 
detail if needed.  

 Research team will add sources for the charts.  

 Amy has submitted a request to get 2020 data on attempts. Request pending; she will update team 
when she hears.  

 
IV. Other Items:  

 Suzanna reviewed summary of a data brief that was developed that included information on 
youth suicide and attempts (this is of interest to the Desert Healthcare District to help with their 
behavioral health initiative and allocating funding).   

o Data on youth suicide is low (in general); would need to look at longer trends over time.  

 OSHPD will be rebranding/renaming themselves.  
 

V. Action Items: 

 Finalize BOS Infographic and submit to Diana and Rebecca for review, so that it can route to 
whom it needs to for final approval for presentation to the BOS on September 14.  

 
VI. Next Meeting:  

 Thursday, September 16, 2021 9:00am - 10:00am 
 
 
Notes recorded by:  
Melinda McFarland, Staff Development Officer, MHSA PEI  


